Distributed cooperative engineering applications require consistent and long-term sharing of large volumes of data, which may cause conflicts due to concurrent read/wl-ite operations. Therefore designing concurrency control for underlying middlewm-e systems is a difficult issue.
INTRODUCTION
Distributed, cooperative engineering applications are growing in importance. An example of such applications is the computeraided design (CAD) of buildings within a virtual enterprise (VE).
Permission to make digital or hard copies of ~ or part of this work for personal or ciusmom use is gxanted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, m post on servers or m redislribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. In a VE, fast and consistent access to data, despite convey, is a fundamental requirement. Often collaboration follows a stylized, sequential pattern. Typically, one team. usually within a LAN (local-area network), does the initial design, performing many updates during a lhnited period of time. Then, the design is passed along to another team possibly in a different site, which assesses a different technical aspect. They then pass their results on to another group, and so on. There is a high degree of temporal and spatial locality. There is also some real concurrency, inchiding write conflicts, which cannot be ignored; for instance working on alternative designs in parallel is common practice.
Under these circumstances, a standard transactional model, with pessimistic transactions and two-phase locking, is not well suited to our application area because it may imply aborting very longlived transactions. In some cases, a transaction that, according to standard semantics, would abort could in fact commit suecessfully with a more sophisticated transactional model.
We propose a new mechanism to avoid Iransaction aborts and lost work called visibility depth. It allows the programmer to specify the consistency of shared data w.r.t, different sets of sites. Programmers can require the system to ensure the consistency of shared data for three visibi]ity depths."
• WAN (wide-area network): on a system-wide scale;
• LAN: in the local-area network of a VE team;
• PC: in the worksm~on of a team member.
This mechanism maps easily to the stylized collaboration of a VE described above and was applied to a Uransactional middleware system (PerDiS) [6] , which was designed specifically for VEs.
In addition to the visibility depth mechanism we provide two other techniques for transactional middleware systems:
• private-copy: allows an application to read or write data that will not be considered as accessed when the enclosing transaction commits, • reordering transaction history: changing the order with which wansactions are commit/l~d 6o That COllflictillg II"ansetctions once reordered can effectively commit successfully within a new Iransaction history;
In this paper, we describe these techniques, how we integrated them in PerDiS and present an evaluation of the proposed techniques and of PerDiS.
E N V I R O N M E N T
Generally in VEs, members of a team work within a single LAN, while the cooperative work between marns is performed on a WAN and is less coupled.
We make a clear distinction between LANs and WANs (see Figurn 
1).
Figure 1 L A N / W A N a r c h i t e c t u r e (S: PerDiS servers; G:
gateways; C: client workstations)
A L A N is made of a group of sites that can act as client (application executor), data server (transaction participant) and/or transaction coordinator. All data has a homcsite, which is the node where it was created. The homesite is part of the data-naming scheme and is used as a base for locating data. For each LAN, there is a special site, called the LAN's gateway that manages all interactions with sites outside the LAN.
V I S I B I L I T Y D E P T H
The notion of visibility depth was motivated by the need for di=--ferent degrees of isolation between VE teams. As an example, consider a distributed cooperative CAD tool. Suppose that the company responsible for the pipe infrastructure in a building has a team working in that company's LAN. This team is restructuring the pipe system; thus, the team members want to see each other's work, but don't want other V'E partners to see the intermediate steps of that work until all the restructuring is done, In this case, LAN visibility depth limits the visibility of the intermediate read/write operations to the company's LA.N. The outcome of the changes will be shown to the rest of the consortium partners only when a W A N commit is executed.
Visibility depth allows users to define, for each transaction, the source from where data should be read from during a a'ansaction and the destination where it should be stored into at transaction commit time. Currently, we support the following visibility depths, which provide different consistency domains:
• W A N -Committed updates are made available to all VE sites. It involves an actual modification of the data at its authoritative homesite.
• LAIN -Committed updates are made visible only to other sites within a LAN and are stored in the L A N ' s gateway; they are not globally visible until the user performs a WAN commit.
• P C -Committed updates are strictly local [ o a workstation (where the application is running) and are not made visible to others until a W A N or LAN commit is performed on this data.
Requesting an object with visibility depth PC, LAN or W A N implies receiving a replica that is coherent w.r.t, the client workstation, L A N or WAN, respectively. The use of visibility depth implies that there will b e several simultaneous versions of the same data, which may be joined if they are all brought to a global (WAN) consistency domain.
P R I V A T E -C O P Y
Usually data can be accessed for reading or writing. We propose private-copy is an additional mode of requesting and accessing data. Such data is consistent when read and can be used for browsing or draft work but is not submitted at commit time. In other words, the application programmer (or its user) may access the private copy data as he wants (i.e. read or write), but that data does not belong to the u'ansaction read or write set and therefore is not included in its validation.
For example, in CAD, a user frequently has to browse through data to get to the part of the project he is working on. This does not mean that his work depends directly on the browsed data. As a matter of fact, most probably the reading of such data has no semantic impact on the running mmsaction. However, if this data were marked as read or written, unnecessary conflicts might arise with other engineers updating part o f the browsed data. It's worth noting that these are not real semantic conflicts between users, therefore the transaction can effectively commit. If an engineer were to change his mind and decide to really work on data that was initially requested as private-copy, the corresponding transactional lock could be upgraded to a read or write look.
Private-copy has to be used carefulIy. In particular, users must not request private copies of data whose access will affect other reads or writes in the transaction; if that is the case, such data must be included in the running transaction's read (or write) set.
V E R S I O N S A N D R E O R D E R I N G O F T R A N S A C T I O N H I S T O R Y
Multi-version generalized validation (M'VGV) [1] is a validation and commit algorithm for distributed optimistic transactions that we have adapted to the environment and goals of PerDiS (see 4.1). Pessimistic transactions restrict concurrency by locking data conservatively; this guarantees that the lransaction does not abort due to conflicts. Optimistic transactions don't lock data because they assume low contention between transactions. Consequently conflicting transactions may have to abort. M V G V manages a multi-version database where each database tuple z may have several versions; each version corresponds to the changes made to the tuple by a different mmsaction.
Transactions always have a consistent view of the database since the data versions that were valid when they began are kept at least until the transaction ends. Thus, in a multi-version store, committed transactions do not overwrite existing data versions but originate new versions instead. This has two advantages: (i) read-only transactions need never be validated or aborted because they always see consistent data and (ii) the history o f transactions is kept available and can therefore be reordered to eliminate conflicts.
The distributed commit protocol is a two-phase protocol (prepare and commit) where the site where the application ran acts as coordinator, and the servers that provided data are the participants.
Additionally, during the prepare phase, while each participant validams the data updates, a site may detect a conflict that can be avoided by reordering the history o f transaction instead of abortt In PerDiS, the database is a file store and each mple is a file.
ing. When a committing transaction T1 has had its read set overwritten by another transaction "1"2 that committed previously, the transaction protocol proceeds to check whether the committing transaction T1 has not overwritten the read sets of any of the transactions between the committing T1 and the conflicting "i"2 transactions. If this check succeeds, T1 can he placed before T2 in the validation queue. A third phase in the commit protecul is used r.o propose this reordering to all participating sims. If it succeeds the transactions are committed in the new order; otherwise the transaction aborts.
If the user does not want to lose his updates, he can still prevent aborting the transaction by committing it at a more restricted visibifity depth (LAN or PC). This way, conflicting versions are available for latter reconciliation.
PerDiS ARCHITECTURE
PerDiS is a distributed persistent object stere. Applications running on top of PerDiS use a simple API to access persismnt objects within transactions with ACID guarantees. Graphs of persistent objects axe stored in files called clusters.
In PerDiS, each LAN has a site called the gateway that establishes the interface between memory sharing within the LAN and cluster sharing at WAN scale. It also holds a file cache that stores all data with [.AN visibility depth and performs some cluster prefetch from remote sims. Further details on caching are out of the scope of this paper.
Transactions are done over a multi-version store managed using MVGV. PerDiS has two modes of transactional operation: one for LANs and another for WANs. This separation influences the locking, the commit method and caching. Consequently it defines the type of contention events which can be detected and notified to applications:
• Within a LAN, PerDiS sites share data coherently using a page-besed distributed shared memory mechanism (DSM) [12] . At commit time, the PerDiS server at the site where the transaction ran requests all necessary locks and validates the transaction. If validation succeeds, updates are written beth to DSM and to local servers' disks. Contention detection is done with page granularity g/yen chat the DSM is pagebased.
• On a WAN scale, PerDiS sites share dam by exchanging and caching whole files (via their gateways), file updates are logged locally and transactions are committed using M'VGV. Since data is first logged locally, the commit protocol can be performed asynchronously, i.e. the application is not forced to wait for the commit result; it may proceed tentatively using the foreseeable commit result.
PerDiS includes notifications for when: other users request cluster (indicating intentions to read or write), other users update cluster and for when concurrent I~ansectious complete. Notifications arc. delivered to applications using callbacks or directly via e-mail to IL~rs.
PexDiS is able of scheduling and performing asynchronously actions that were postponed due to communication problems, which sometimes occur over WANs. Asynchronous activities in PerDiS arc: completing transaction commits and sending notificalions. In particular, the result of asynchronous comm/ts are conveyed to applications using notifications.
PerDiS IMPLEMENTATION
PerDiS is implemented as a user-level fibrary linked with applications and a PerDiS server running at each site (see Figure 2 ).
Normal servers perform ms gateways depending on run-time configurations. In PerDiS, during transactions data is mapped in application memory using shared memory between the applications' library and the local server. At commit time updates are sent to the local server, which initiates the commit protocol (MVGV). In MVGV, a data structure called a validation queue is used to manage the multi-version store and represent the transaction history. Each entry in this queue represents a transaction along with the reads and writes it has performed. These entries do not corr~ spend to pessimistic locks and don't prevent other transactions from accessing the same objects.
VQ entries axe used for validating the U'ansaction against others, for detecting conflicts and sending notifications. A transaction will have entries in the VQs of all sites from which it requests files. These entries are inserted when the first file is requesteA. VQ entries include the identification and intent (read, write or private-copy) of the requesting transaction, which may also used for notification purposes.
7.1

WAN Transactions
When a Iransaction begins, it is assigned a global start fimesmmp ([;st). When it is submitted for commit, it is assigned a global commit timestamp (get). Thus, each cluster is labeled with a time (or version) stamp marking the moment when it was ¢omm/tted. Transactions are globally ordered according to their get.
This global order is established by assuring that the get is a majorant of all get previously assigned by the participating sites. The sire where the transaction executed coordinates the distributed commit and proposes a get. After validation, it is informed whether any of the participating sites had already assigned a timestamp greater than the proposed one. If that is the case, the transaction's get is increased accordingly and the new value is broadcast in the two-phase commit pmtocors commit message. One should note that this procedure tends to keep the timestamps of sites that interact frequently loosely synchronized.
7.2
LAN Transactions
For transactions strictly within a LAN, the commit procedure is simpler. This Fr~edu~ is supported by the assumption of complete local connectivity and on the use of the DSM caching this allows. When a transaction wants to commit, all pages in its read and write sets, and the corresponcfing locks, are requested. The wansaetion is validated by checking for read/write (overwriting of its read set by others) and write/write (write set overwritten by concurrent transactions) conflicts. If the validation succeeds, and before releasing the locks, the cache is updated by writing m local memory all pages that have been fetched. The corresponding files are updated by applying their updates from the log to the files on disk using a LA~ scale remote fiIe access protocol.
E V A L U A T I O N
This section presents and justifies the following evaluation resuits: (i) how easy it is to program a distributed application on top of PerDiS, while malting use of the concurrency control mechanisms presented in Section 3, and (ii) even though the prototype is non-optim/zed, its performance is acceptable.
Project Manager
The Project Manager (PM; Figure 3 ) is a demonstration application programmed on top of PerDiS to allow different users to work cooperatively over a set of application files (text, spreadsheet, etc...). We define a project as such a set of semantically related files. This notion of project allows the user to rely on the transactional PerDiS support ro ensure the coherence of related files whenever one or more of them are being edited.
Users can check-out a single file or a whole project, edit the flies using an external application, and later check them in to ensure their changes are visible to other users. Files may even be imported from a W W W site into a project.
This application is similar to some version control systems, such as the CVS software from Cyclic 2, in the sense that both allow check-out and check-in operations from concurrent users, and rely on external applications to edit the files. Compared to CVS, however, PM: which runs on top of PerDiS, provides transectionai access to a fully distributed storage well adapted to wide-area networks. Additionally, we do not have to rely on a central server to store all the project contents as in version control systems.
Each project is described by a metadata file. Thus, whenever a file is added to a project, the project's metadata, containing the file contents and some additional information, is created (if it did not already exist). When a user checks-out files, the project manager application stores them locally (in a directory chosen by the user). Then, these files can be edited using an external application. Later files are checked-in for la'ansactional commit. If confliers occur at W A N visibifity depth, the user can always decide to check-in with LAN or PC visibility and later reconcile [14-] . When a conflict happens or the transaction commit succeeds, PerDiS automatically sends a notification to concurrent users. If a user receives a conflict notifications while editing a file, he knows that the subsequent check-in may fail; thus, he may decide to check-out that file again and integrate his changes with the newer version.
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Simplicity of Programming
PerDiS has a very simple application programming interface (API). Applications only have to begin transactions and open clusters in order to obtain persistent objects. From then on, they access persistent and volatile data in the same way except for a different memory allocation primitive. When processing is finished, clusters are closed and all changes become persistent when the running transaction is committed.
As an example, Figure 4 shows the code for the P M ' s check-in operation, which completes the Iransection initiated at check-out, and saves application files as coherent persistent objects. This task writes the files that constitute a project into the corresponding PerDiS cluster and commits this operation to the store.
Once a reference to the root object of a cluster is obtained, all the subsequent handling of local and cress-cluster references follow standard pointer semantics, except that unreachable data is prone to be garbage collected after the transaction commits [4] .
All error checking has been omitted for the sake of simplicity, As it can be observed, apart from enclosing the function's contents in a transaction block and explicitly opening the root of the cluster data, the remaining code is very much like the one we find in centralized applications. This example shows that the PerDiS approach is both powerful and elegant. Thanks to cluster caching and DSM, all data manipulation is local and distribution is transparent. Local and cross-cluster references are both used as normal 3ointers.
v o i d C h e c k I n F i l e ( C l u s t e r clu, C S t r i n g filename, t r a n s a c t i e n d _ t r a n s a c t i o n ( t , 0); } Figure 4 PerDIS source code for P r o j e c t M a n a g e r
Performance
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the PerDiS platform based on a benchinark that closely resembles the behavior, at transection begin (check-out) and commit (check-in), of the PM presented above.
The testing environment that we simulated as an example of a VE scenario consists of 4 PCs that make up two LAN workgroups separated by a W A N network (see Figure 5 ). The testing environment was the following: 4 Intel Pentinm rlI computers with 128 MB RAM, running Windows NT 4.0. The network within the LANs is a local 100 Mb/s Ethernet. The bandwidth between LANs is significantly reduced due to traffic generated by other users,
The data consists of two variable-sized clusters with references between them. The benchmark application takes these two clusters and opens, modifies and then commits them. In PerDiS, there is an enormous difference cluster size and sctual data content. This is due only to implementation deficiencies outside of the transactional sub-system and is transparent to it. These data orgunization problems lead to numerous large files, which could easily be avoided through metadata reorganization_ Therefore, we believe it is fair to evaluate transactional performance using the real cluster size and not its date content.
Figure 5 PerDiS testing acenario.
We compare the data's check-out and check-in duration with the aggregate cluster size and with the number of files. Figure 6 shows the performance results of the project check-out and checkin operations as the file size varies. The check-out operations presented have a high cache hit rate at the I_,AN gateway. Therefore, the duration of the check-out is due mainly to the coherence validation of all required filas at their remote homesites and to the initializations needed t 9 begin a transactinn. As expected the check-in operation timing greatly depends on the file size. This is due to the synchronous writing on persistent storage of data and log information. However, the amount of file spaced in these wsts, if adequately used, could store a large amount of data and so this scenario corresponds to a realistic commit of a large project. Kl~n.~ Figure 6 Check-out and cheek-in performance
Detailed profiling further showed that circa 75% of the overall commit time is spent sending data to the server and writing to disk. Thus, communication places a significant burden on performance at commit time. Note that, since these two activities (communication and writing to disk) are staggered, there is a large overlap between them.
RELATED WORK
Many middieware platforms are based on remote object invocation, using Corba [2, 5] , DCOM [13] or Java RMI [17] . An application invokes objects, stored in a server, through remote references. In the CAD domain this results in abysmal performance, and server scalability problems. Remote objects are especially inappropriate in YEs, where servers may be located across a slow WAN connection. Furthermore, efficient porting of centralized CAD applications to middleware systems requires complete reengineering. Additionally, traditional remote object systems cause a high percentage of aborts in long-term data sharing.
PerDiS can be compared to many different kinds of systems: distributed'file systems, DSM systems, persistent object systems, etc .... In this paper, we focus on concurrency control especially the reduction of aborts. Several DBMS have ext~nded standard pessimistic two-phase locking (2PL) to allow greater concurrency [11, 15] . In particular, optimistic locking protocols allow intense concurrency under workload patterns with low write contention. A client/server DBMS with inter-wansactional caching at the clients requires notifications to maintain cache coherence in regard to other clients. This can be achieved by invalidating stale cache, propagating new committed data or by a dynamic choice between these techniques [7] . In cooperative environments with low write contention, invalidations perform best because they are less sensitive to usage patterns. With the Uransactional techniques presented for PerDiS, maintaining data consistency does not necessarily imply aborting transactions.
CONCLUSIONS
Distributed cooperative engineering applications requ/re consistent and long-term sharing of large volumes of data. PerDiS supports this kind of sharing by means of a transactional system. PerDiS incorporates concurrency conUrol mechanisms aimed at both reducing the amount of lost work due to conflicts and supporting the consistent long-term sharing of data: The mechanisms of visibility depth, private copy and reordering of transaction history, all contribute to a small number of aborts. In addition, from our experience, they provide the right support to deal with wide-area connectivi~ problems and to alIow the kind of sharing needed in a VE environment.
The PerDiS API is very simple and similar to the ones found in centralized systems. This makes porting already existing cenUmlized appfications to PerDiS a simple task.
In sunmmry, the contributions of this work are the following: (i) a running prototype called PerDiS, able to support both local-area and wide-area long-lived data sharing, (ii) the notion of visibility depth that is well adapted to the stylized, sequential pattern of cooperation found in a VE, as it allows the "application programmer to specify where data is fetched fxom and where it is stored into, (iii) additional concurrency mechanisms that contribute to reduce the amount of aborts: private-copy that allows data to be read/written without being considered as part of a Wansaction and reordering of transaction history, and (.iv) in PerDiS, local-area uransactions run on top of a DSM mechanism thus providing a data-shipping approach which results both in a centralized-like application programming interface and better performance than function-shipping paradigms for long-lived transactions. 
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